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A, Research Highlights

During the tenure of the 13C)Egrant #DE-FG05-87EI145316 we have concentrated on
equilibrium geometries, stability, and the electronic -ctu.re of -ition metai-carbon clusters
(“met-ears”), clusters designed to mimic the chemistry of atoms, and reactivity of homo-nuclear
metal clusters and ions with various reactant rnoku.les. It is difficult to describe all the research we
have accomplished as we have published 38 papm. In the following, Weoutline briefly the salient
features of our work and refer the reader to the papers on page 6-9 for details. We have given 46
invited talks.at international conferences,and organized 8 international confwenceshymposia during
this period.

(i) I&jgner CJusters: Building Hocks for a New Class of Solidq

Atomic clusters, due to their large surface-to-volume ratio and unique geometries, possess
uncommon properties that depend sensitively011thetisim and composition. These include stability,
reactivity, electronic structure, and optical and magnetic properties. It has been known that metallic
clusters derive their stability fiorn electronic as well as atomic shell closures. With this
understanding, we pmeeeded to evaluate the stability of mmpound clusters & Y. where n and m
represent respectively the number of X and Y atoms k theCh.IStI=We vtied X, Y, n and m in such
away that the total number of valence electrons correspond to one of the magic numbers 2, 8,20,
40, ... (i,e. numbers of electrons need+ to fill oneormoreof tie electronic shells of an otherwise
jellium cluster) and the total number df atoms are sufficient to close the atomic shells.

Using the self-eonsistentfield I.inearcombinationof atomic orbitals-moIecukmorbital (SCF-
LCAC)-M2) theory and the density functional method+we optimized the geometry of A113,AIIZC,
A112Si,and A113Kclusters. We studied their energetic and reactivity. The first three clusters were
found to prefti the icosahedric symmetryand C md Si were feud to OCCUPYthe central site of the
icosahedron, on the other hand, A113Kclusterhad a geomehy where A113remained icosahedric and
K was found to occupy a three-foldsite external to the icos~edron- The existence of these structures
have now been verifkd in moIeculardynamicssimulations. The stabiliv of AllzC,All#i, and A1J3K
was substantially enhanced over that of A113.The enhanced stability of A112Cand NlzSi over that
of A113was caused by two factors: The number of va$ence electrons h the former equals 40 and
correspond to a magic number, Secondly, the bimling energies of MC and AISi dimers are larger
than that of All, In the case of A113Lthe stability is enhanced not only because we stiII have 40
valence electrons but the bonding betweenA113and K is ionic. Studies of reactions of All&, A112Si,
and A113with hydrogen revealed that while the former two clustms are unreactive, A113is qy.ite
reactive towards hydrogen.

The above finding has given way to a new class of problems where one envisages the
possibility of assembling new materials with atomic clusters, not atoms, as building blocks, Since
AIIZC!cluster is relatively “inert”, it is possible to assemble these clusters into a fee lattice where
the weak interaction among them will keep them in “virgin” form. Although A112Siclusters have
been found (Seitsonen et aL) to disintegratewhen brought together, &C clusters remain far more
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stable. PrelimMary band structure studies of a model &C cl~~r assembled crystal suggests that
thk may be a narrow gap semiconductor. Sitilarly, in a A113Kcluster, Allg and K remain as
completely ionic s-pecks, &and K*. Tim, if mch clmkrs can be assembledinto a crystal it is
possible that like charges on AIl~tiu will keep tiem apm due to Coulomb repulsion. Thus, a
super crystal with A113Kas building blocks could be fo~ed that could mimic the structure of
CsCL Tbis indeed will be exciting especially when we recall tit Al and K are immiscible even
in the molten state.

It must be emphasized that the above studies me yet to be confirmed by experiments.
Efforts in this direction are currently underway at Iaboratorim at the University of To@o, Johns
Hopkins University and the Royal Institute of Technolo~. From the theoretical point of view,
there is a lot to be done as well. For example, if the above clusters Cm be assembled into a
crystalline form, do the individual clusters transform horn one geometry to another, or do they
completely disintegrate, or do they re- titact? Do= such a cIu*r resembled crystal remain
stable or metastable. If it is tie later, is the b~ier high enough m withstand structural
deformation? In addition to electronic and atomic shell closure, are there otier criteria that can be
used to enlmce tie :tabifity of clusters used as butiting blocks? Our proposed research will
explore some of these issues and is outlined in the next section in detail.

(ii) .&om trueic S ture. Stabilitv. and Elect-mnic P~onerties of Metallo-Carbohedre nes

Ever since the discovery of C@and the assocbtid fullerene materials there has been a
constant search for new very stable clusters. One way to proceed is to investigate the.stabili~ of
clusters made horn fragments of very stable crystals. Refractory transition metal carbides and
nitrides fall in this category since they are highly stable as evidenced by large cohesive energies
and very high melting points.Most of themcrystallizein a “M-X”(M = Ti, V, Zr, etc.; X = C,
N) phase with a face-centered NaCl structure and are marked by strong covalent (partially ionic)
bonds between the transition metal and carbon (nitrogen) atoms. There is practically no bonding
between either transition metal or carbon (nitrogen) atoms. Further, the NIXphases show marked
deviations from stoichiometry. These ftitures make their clusters where topology and composition
can be varied over a wide range as a potential candklate for the new search.

About three years ago, Castknan ~d co-workers produced Tin% clusters in molecular
beams by reacting transition metal vapors witi a vmiety of hydr-bns. The ensuing mass
spectrum showed a marked peak which was identified, by isotopic substitution, to correspond to
a 20-atom cluster composed of $ Ti and 12 C atoms. Based on selective chemical reactivity of the
transition metal atoms with H+3 and ND3,they proposed a caged dodecahti structure composed
of 12 pentagons. Subsequent theoretical investigationscon.fmnedthat the cluster indeed bad a high
binding energy of about 6.5 eV/atom. Recent studks have revealed that the original structure can
undergo substantial hhn-Teller distortions which e-m its binding by seveml eleetion volts.

The discovery of a highly stable 20-atom cluster with a Ti:C ratio of 1:1.5 is intriguing
since the bulk phase has a 1:1 composition. Even if the stabiIity of the cluster could be reconciled
with the high stability of TiC bulk, the existence of nondissociated ~ molecules and the cage
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structw are both unusual since the bulk has a compact sticture with dissociated C atoms.
Further, the otigk.al beams did not contain mY clusters which wdd correspond to bulk fcc
fragments, Recently, when the expetinti group ~~ to make similar cluster containing
titanium and nitrogen instead of carbon, the e-g Timm ~Mters were all found to correspond
to cubic fcc compact fragments. S~ce ~z molec~e has a Mgher binding energy than a ~
molecuIe, it is not cIearwhymet-carswhichrely on G molecd~ tits for stabilityare not
observed for the stronger Nz molecule.

The above experimentsraisedseveralquHtiom. (1)mt we the relativestabilitiesof the
cubic and the met-car structures in carbides ~d titi~? (2} What are tie electronic bondings
which characterize the met-car and the cubic m~gements, and do the met-cars represent a new
family of metal-carbon structis? Further, why do the metal-carbon systemsprefer met-cars while
the metal-nitrogen clusters favor cubic structures? (3) Can the source conditions affect the
formation of met-cars or cubic structures in the.case of carbides?

We studied electronic structure and stabi.f.iwof metallo-earbohedrenes (met-car) and cubic
structures containing Ti and C or N using the SCF-LCAO-MO density functional approach, We
showed that while the met-car and the cubic structures have comparable binding energies per atom
for the case of carbides, the cubic structures are more stable for metal - nitrogen systems. This
change in behavior is shown to be related to the differences in the nature of eIec&onicbonds which
Stabi.l@the two structures. By studyingsmallTiflC. and T~N. (n+m < 6) cksters, we identified
thesefeaturesandshowedthat themet-car and cubic arrangements Epresent two difIerent farniJies
whose formation is governed by the composition of the beam. This is confirmed later by
experiment.

We have examined the possibility that a new md.zdlo-carbohedrene (met-car) Ti&&8
containing Ti, N, and C could exist. Ab-initio self-consistent czilculationscarried out within the
density functional scheme show that the N-N bond in the new Met-Car cage is considerably larger
than in a free N2 molecule. The cage is therefore decorated by 4 strong ~ and 2 weakened Nz
molecules and resembles a patched ball. An analysis of the binding energies reveals that the
clusters is stable against possible fragmentation and hence should be observable in experiments.
This prediction awaits experimental codrmation.

(iii) R&lctivitv of Meta.1Clustem with H-

The desire to achieve a fumlamentil underst.mding of heterogeneous catalysis has led to
considerable interest in studying the interaction of & NO, and CO with transition metal atoms,
ions, and clustms. The central questions concern the nature and strength of bonding as successive
gas molecules are allowed to decorate the cluster. Studies of Hz interaction with transition metal
ions reveai that hydrogen binds molecularly and that several HZmolecule-scan be bound to a single
cation. While the bond dissociation energies, defined as the energy gained in adding successive
Hz molecules to a cation, decreases as the number of ~’s increases for most transition metal
atoms, it behaves anomalously for V. In V+(~d, the bond dissociation energies increase as n goes
from 5 to 6.
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We have calculated equilibrium geometries and bond dissociation energies of M’(HJ. (M
= Al, Co, Ni, Cu, and V) for n up to 6 using SCF-LCAO-MO method within the framework of
E@tree-Fock-M611er-Plesset fourth order perturbation theory (HF-MP4) as well as density
functional method, Both the theories predict that tie btitig Ofhydrogen to the ion is molecular
and remains so even after other Hz’s are added to tie cluster. The kteraction of ~ with cluster
ions is governed by charge polarization while that witi neut.rd ch~ers and metal surfaces is
governed by charge transfer from metal atoms to hydrogen.

The anomaly in the bond dissociation energies in V+(IQ. was suggested to be due to
change in the spin multiplicity of V+ from the @ntet to triplet for n = 5. @ studies based in
HF-MP4 revealed that one of the Hzmolecules was bonded weakly to V’ in V’(HJ$ ch@er than
the other four molecules and that the preferred spin multiplicity remained as quintet. The anomaly
could be explained by structural arguments alone. Recently, other theoretical studies with more
extensive basis sets but based Upon density tictional theory have fomd the spin triplet to be
Iower in energy than the quintet iII V~(H& Following tis stidy, we have repeated our
calculations using the same limited basis but density fi.mctiomdtheory and find the triplet to be
indeed lower in energy, but reverse is true if one uses HP-MP4. These discrepancies point to the
need for an elabora~ quantum chemical study involving a higher level of correlation and an
extended basis to determine the influence of correlation and basis set. This is particularly
important in situations where the energy differences between different spin multiplicities is very
SnMH(= O.I w OrItI@,we.@UI.tO pmme tis problem not ody for V+ but other ~ition mew
SyStfXfISsuch as $c.

The mture of dissociation of (NO)a(n= 1,2) on neutml and cationic Ni clusters was studied
using the self-consistent molecular orbital theory. The totrd energy surface was calculated using
the UHF-MP4 level of theory. Unlike ~, nitric oade is fo~d to be molecularly chemisorbed on
M neutral Ni atom and Ni~ ion, but binds dissociatively on Ni clusters. The results are
consistent with the experimental studies of nitric oxide interacting with transition metal cluster
ions.

(iv) Anomalous S~ect.roscouvof Li,” Chr#.ers

Although alkali metals are the flagships of the free-electron model, Li metal seems to be
an exception to the rule. The electronic properties that characterize the non-tiee electron behavior
of Li metal include ~ the asphericim of the Fermi surface, (ii) anomalous pressure dependence
of the Knight shift, and (iii) the broadening of the soft x-ray emission and absorption edges. What
is not clear is whether these discrepancies are manifestations of the semi-localized nature of the
conduction electrons of the Li crystal or if they are rooted in the electronic structue of the atom
itself.

A recent experiment on the photoelectron spectra of Li~ by Sarkas et d suggests that Li
clusters, after all, may not behave the same way as other alkali clusters do. These authors had
earlier observed that the photoelectron spectia of Na( and K ~ were similar and were both
characterized by two broad peaks separated in energy by about 0.5 eV. In contrast, the photo
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detachmentspectra of I& are characterizedby two very sharp pek separated by an energy gap
of about0.1 ev. To understand the origin of @S ~OmalOUSbe~vior, we have tied out SCF-
LCAO-MC)cah.dations of the total energy surfaces of Li~ ad Na~ using both the HF-MP4 and
local densi~ approximation. We show that tie ~oud state of Lti consists of two nearly
degenerate isorneric structures - a spin doublet rhombus and a spin quartet tetrahedron, The
sharpness as well as the narrow gap between the photoelectron P* a be explained from the
transitions between the spin doublet rhombic (spin qutiet tetrahedral) Li/ to spin singlet rhombic
(spin triplet tetrahedml) neutral I&. These transitions o@inati from an intricate interplay between
geometqy, electronic strucm, md spin m~tipficities of @ CIUSW’S.This work establishes for
the first time that photoeleetion spectroscopy Cm identifj’ tie existence of metal cluster isomers.

It. Publications
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L.&. 2,993 (1996).
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2878 (1996).
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Jena, P., Khama, S. N., andRq B. K.: Physi~ of AtomicallyEngineeredMaterialsin Science
and Technobgyofzhnically EngineeredMWriak, MIS.P. JeM, S. N. Khanna,and B. K. Rao,
World Scientific Publishers (Siigapore, 1996), p. 9.

Liu, F., Mostoller, M., Kaplan, 3’., Khanna, S. N., and Jena, p.: A Cluster-Assembled Solid:
First-Principles Study of K(A.ll~in Scienceand Technologyof AtomicallyEngineeredMa~eria!s,
eds. P. Jena, S. N. Khanna, and B. K, Rae, World Scienthlc Publishers (Singapore, 199Q, p. 39.)

Khanna, S. N., F, A. Reuse, and S. 13emek On the low Magnetic Moment of Nils Clusters in
Scienceand Techno@y of AtomicallyEngineeredMaterials,E@. P. Jena, S. N. Khanna, and B.
K. Rao (World Scientific Publishers (Singapore, 1996), p. 379.

Nay&, S. K., Khanna, S. N., Rae, B. K-, ~d Jena, P.: SoIid-to-Liquid Phase Change and
Fragmentation in Small Ni Clusters in Science and Technology of Atomically Engineered
Materials, eds. P. Jena, S. N. Khanna, and B. K. Rae, World Scientic Publishers (Singapore,
1996), p. 289.

. Nayak, S. K., K.hanna,S. N,, Rae, B. K., ~d Jena, P.: Sticmre-s ~d Binding energies of small
N~ (ns23) Clusters in Scienceand TechnologyofAtomicallyEngineeredMaterial-s,eds. P. Jena,
S. N. Khaana, and B. K. Rae, World Scientific Publishers (Singapore, 1990, p. 297.

Lm, P. C., Ray, A. K., Niu, J, and Rao,B. K. : On the choice of atomic basis sets for the study
of chemisorption of hydrogen on ahuninurm in Scienceand Technologyof A[omica&~Engineered
MateniaLs,E&. P. Jena, $. N. Khanna, md B. K. WO, World Scientific, Singapore, 1996, p. 275.

Jena, P., Khanna, S. N., and Rae, B. K.: Atomic Clusters: Past, Present, and Future in Clusters
andNonostructuredMaterials,eds, P. Jena and S. N. Behera, Nova Scientific (New York, 1996),
p.lo

Rae, B. K., Niu, J., and Jena, P.: Energetic of Metal-Hydrogen Clusters, in Ci’ustersand
MznostructuredMateriab, ed. P. Jena and S. N. Behera (Nova Scientific, New York, 1996), p.
295,

Khanna, S. N.: Magnetismof Metal Clusters in Clustersand l?arwstructuredMaterials, Eds., P.
Jena and S, N. Behera (New York, 1996), p. 265.

Rae, B, K. : Role of electrons in atomic clusters, in Electronsin Solids:Zkperirnentand Theory,
Us. K, Perzynska and L. Dohzynski (liWituteof Physics, Warsaw University Branch, Bialystok,
1996); p. 1.
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Inte~”onul Conferenceon GranularandNhnostru~redMafetiati, SencM, Japan. Mat. Sci. and
Engineering A217/218, 218 (1996).
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Jena, P., K.hanna,S. N., andRae, B. K.: Stabili&andElectronicStn.ICtureof ClusterAssembled
Marerialsin C7usterAssem&ledMaterials,ed. K..SatderCMns Tech Publications, Zih-ich, 1996),
p. 10

Jena, P, and Behera, S.: editors. Clusters d Nimostictured Materiafi, Nova Scientific
Publishers, ?WWYork, 1996.

Jem, P., KharuM, S. N., and Rae, B. K.: editors. Science and Technologyof Atomically
EngineeredMaterials, World Scientific Publications, Singapore, 1996.

C. Professional Activities

Invitations to sDeakat co nference~

InternationalSymposiumon “Local Order in Condensed Matter Physicsn, Jekyll Island, U. S.A.,
1993.

international Workshop on Ultrafiie Particles and Nanostmctured Materials, Stockholm, Sweden,
1993.

NATO Advanced Study Institute on Nanophase Materials, Cofi, Greece, 1993.

International Symposium on Atomic and Nucleonic Clusters, Santorini, Greece, 1993.

3rd International Summer School, Jyvaskyla (a series of 10 lectures on clusters), Finland, 1993.

International Union of Materials Research Sociely Meeting, Tokyo, Japan, 1993.

International Conference on Hydrogen in Metals, Yalta (declined), Uhine, 1993.

International Conference on Current Trends in Physics, Bombay (declined), India, 1993.

InternationalConference on Nanophaw Materials, Davos, Switzerland, 1994.

March Meeting of the American Physical Sociely, Pittsburgh, PA, U. S.A., 1994.

First Russian Conference on Clusters, St. Petersburg (declined), Russia, 1994.

VII International Symposium on Small and Inorganic Clusters, Kobe, Japan, 1994.

International Workshop on Clusters and Nanostructured Materials, Puri, India, 1994.
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Workshop on Metallic Clusters, Trento, Italy, 1995.

DOE Warlwhop on c~nkrs ofExce~en~NanO$~c~edMa~~s, Berkeley,C-k U.S.A., 1995.

School on Magnetism md Physics of N~osystems, (a set of 3 lectw=) Stockholm, Sweden, 1995.

NATO AM on Large Clusters of Atoms &Molecules, Erice, Italy, 1995,

NATO ASI on Stability of Materials, Corfu (declined), Greece, 1995.

International Symposhun on Metastable, Mechanidly Alloyed & Nanocrys*e Materials,
Quebec, Canada, 1995.

InternationalConferenceon Advanced Materials, (two Ml@ Cancun, Mexico, 1995.

International Workshop on Cluster Science and Atomic Enatieering, Nan Daihe, P.R. China,
1995.

International Conference cmClusters and Granular Materials, Sendai, Japan, 1995.

Workshop on Magnetic Nanostructures on Metal and Semiconductor Surfaces, Halle, Germany,
1996,

70th Colloid and Surface Science Symposium, Potsdam, N.Y., U.S.A., 1996.

Workshopon DensityFunctionalTheoryandCondensedMatterSystems,Stockholm(4 lectures),
Sweden, 1996.

International Conference on Theory of Atomic and MolecuIar CIusters, Fontana,
Wisconsin,U.S.A., 1996.

International Conference on Frontiers in Materials Modeling and Design, Kalpakkarn, India, 1996.

International Aerosol Symposium, Moscow, Russia, 1996.

+ Twenty serninars/CoIloquia in university/Laboratories in U.S,A,, Canada, Firdan~ Japan,
Germany, India, and Sweden.

Fust International Conference on the Theory of Atomic and Molecular Clusters, Leer, Oldenberg,
Germany, 1993.
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International Symposiumon LocaIOrder in CondensedManer physics, Jekyll Island, U.S.A.,
1993.

Symposium cmthe “Physics of C1usters”at the Southeastern ~er’im Physical Society Meeting
in Columbia, South Carolina, 1993.

March Meeting of the American Physical Society at Pittsburgh, 1994.

77th Canadian Chemical Society Codierence, Winnipeg, Canada, 1994.

International Workshop on Clusters and Nanostnmmred Materials held in Puri, India, Dec. 29,
1994- Jan. 4, 19951

Group Meetingon Non-unifom Magnetic@dering m tie SurfaceRegion of Rare Earth Metals,
Feb. 3, 1995,VCU.

5th International Conference cmQuasicrystals, 22-26 May, 1995 Avignon, France.

March Meeting of the American Physical Society, St. Louis, U. S. A., 1996.

+ Six seminars/Colloquia in U. S.A., Canada, and France.

EL..Kam

Gordon Research Conference on hydrogen-metal systems, 1993.

Third InterrepubIic conference on hydrogen materiaI science and chemistry of metal hydrides,
Kiev, Wkraine, 1993, (declined).

Conference on current trends in atomic and molecular physics, Bombay, India, 1993.

Fixst Russian Conference on Cluster Chemistry, St. Petersburg, Russia, 1994.

Conference on “Solid State Physics: Fundanmtis and Applimtions,” Uzhgorod, Ukraine, 1994.

International Workshop on Clusters and Nanmt&tured Materials, Puri, India, 1994.

March meeting of the American Physical Society, Indianapolis, U. S. A., 1996.

lnternat.ional Summer School on Electrons in Solids (2 talks), Bialowicza, Poland, 1996.

International Symposium on Metal-Hydrogen Systems, IANDiablerets, %vitzerkmd, 1996.

~ Five semhars/colloquiain threecountries.
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co nferenccs Organized

hmmttional Cotiereme on “LocaIOrder in CondemedMatter Mysics,” Jekyll Island, 1993,

Gordon Research Conference on “Hydrogen-MeW Systems,” Tilton, N.II. 1993.

Symposium on Atomic Clustersj American Physical SocieV, Southeastern section, Columbia, SC,
1993,

Focused Sessions on Clusters and Clus@r-AssembledMaterials, hch Meeting of the American
Physical Society, Pittsburgh, PA, 1994.

Symposium on Clusters and Cluster Materials, APS March Meeting, Pittsburgh, PA, 1994.

International Workshop on Clusters and Nanostructured Materials, Puri, India, 1994.
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